NEW RELEASE / IMPORTANT INFO
17/05/19

Please note the **RAMMSTEIN** album IS on its way but due to very strict precautions from the label (who do not want the album to leak) the album is expected **ON release day i.e FRIDAY 17th MAY** (time unknown, sorry, TNT!) We are expecting "a lot" of all formats (CD / DELUXE CD / LP] and we will **UPDATE THIS LISTING AS SOON AS IT'S HERE!** We will also **UPDATE SOCIAL MEDIA and CONTACT ALL OUR CUSTOMERS WHO HAVE PRE-ORDERED WITH US!** Thank you for your understanding

NEW RELEASE CDs
17/5/19

BLACK PEACHES Fire In The Hole £10.99
GWYN ASHTON Sonic Blues Preachers £11.99
HEY COLOSSUS Four Bibles £9.99
SLOWTHAI Nothing Great About Britain £10.99
THE NATIONAL I Am Easy To Find [4AD] £10.99
TODD RUNDGREN Utopia [4Disc Deluxe BLU RAY/DVD/2CD] £17.99
WHITESNAKE Flesh & Blood[Std. CD on Frontiers] £12.99

AARON WEST & The Roaring Twenties (The Wonder Years) Routine Maintenance [Hopeless] £9.99
BEAUTY SLEEP Be Kind £9.99
CARLA OLSON & TODD WOLFE The Hidden Hills Sessions £9.99
CATRIN FINCH & SECKOU KEITA Clychau Dibon NOW BACK IN PRINT! DEBUT ALBUM! £9.99
CHARLES HAYWARD (This Heat / Camberwell Now) Begin Anywhere £11.99
CHRISTONE "KINGFISH" INGRAM Kingfish [Alligator] £9.99
DAVE HAUS Kick £10.99
EDGELARKS Feather £9.99
ENDLESS BOOGIE Vol. I + II £9.99
ERLAND COOPER Sule Skerry £9.99
JAMIE FREEMAN Dreams About Falling £9.99
JIMMIE VAUGHAN Baby, Please Come Home £9.99
JOSEPHINE WIGGS (The Breeders) We Fall £10.99
KING TUBBY Roots Of Dub £9.99
LAURENCE PIKE Holy Spring [Leaf] £10.99
LEWIS CAPALDI Divinely Uninspired To A Hellish Extent £10.99
NAOMI BEDFORD AND PAUL SIMMONDS Singing It All Back Home - Appalachian Songs Of English And Scottish Origin £9.99
NOTS 3 £10.99
OLDEN YOLK Living Theatre £9.99
THE HEAVY Sons £10.99
THEA GILMORE Small World Turning £9.99
THEO CROKER Star People Nation £9.99
WRECKLESS ERIC Transience £11.99

VARIOUS ARTISTS If You’re Not Part Of The Solution - Soul, Politics And Spirituality In Jazz 1967-1975 [BGP] £10.99

ECM CD REISSUES

KEITH JARRETT At The Blue Note - Saturday June 4, 1994, First Set [ECM] £9.99
JAN GARBAREK & BOBO STENSON QUARTET Witchi-Tai-To [ECM] £9.99
JACK DEJOHNETTE New Directions [ECM] £9.99
MIROSLAV VITOUS Journey’s End [ECM] £9.99
RALPH TOWNER Diary [ECM] £9.99
DAVE HOLLAND TRIO TriPLICATE [ECM] £9.99
GARY PEACOCK Guamba [ECM] £9.99
STEVE KUHN Trance [ECM] £9.99
NEW RELEASE LPs  17/5/19

DAVID BOWIE Boys Keep Swinging [7”] £12.99
DAVID BOWIE Clareville Grove Demos [3x7”] £34.99

ERLAND COOPER Sule Skerry [LP] £16.99
MAMMOTH WEED WIZARD BASTARD Totems [Blue LP] £15.99
MAMMOTH WEED WIZARD BASTARD Totems [Green LP] £15.99
SLOWTHAI Nothing Great About Britain [Ltd. White LP] £23.99
THE NATIONAL I Am Easy To Find [Ltd. Colour 3LP Set w/ Extra Music on 4AD] £38.99
THE NATIONAL I Am Easy To Find [2LP Set on 4AD] £25.99
USA NAILS Life Cinema [Ltd. LP on Dipped In Gold Records] FEAT. EX MEMBERS OF FUTURE OF THE LEFT, DEATH PEDALS & MORE! £20.99

BLACK PEACHES Fire In The Hole [DINKED TEAL LP + MP3 + exclusive 7” + Signed Art Print] £24.99
DAVE HAUS Kick [ Smokey Clear/Grey LP] £18.99
DJINN Djin [Ltd. Indies Clear LP + MP3 on Rocket] £19.99
EBO TAYLOR, PAT THOMAS & UHURU YENZU Hitsville Re-Visited [LP on Mr Bongo] £17.99
FU MANCHU Godzilla’s/Eatin’ Dust +4 [3X10”] £19.99
FULL OF HELL Weeping Choir [LP on Relapse] £16.99
GENERAL STRIKE Danger In Paradise [LP] £19.99
GRUP SES AND ETHNIQUE PUNCH Delidivan [LP] £16.99
JOSEPHINE WIGGS (The Breeders) We Fall [LP] £17.99
KING TUBBY Roots Of Dub [LP] £14.99
L7 Hungry For Stink [RED LP] £24.99
OLDEN YOLK Living Theatre [Colour LP] £17.99
PURPLE MOUNTAINS (Silver Jews) All My Happiness Is Gone [Ltd. 12” on Drag City] £14.99
RONNIE LANE Just For A Moment (Music 1973-1997) [Ltd. 2LP] £24.99
SISKIYU Not Somewhere [LP] £18.99
THE FLYING LIZARDS The Secret Dub Life Of... [LP] £19.99
THE HEAVY Sons [Indies Exclusive LP + MP3] £19.99

WORKING MEN’S CLUB Bad Blood / Suburban Heights [Ltd. Red 7”] £7.99